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Capita Healthcare
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Central London
Project Management

Logic PM was engaged by Capita Healthcare to work alongside their team on the
major redevelopment and refurbishment programme for the Cromwell Road
Hospital in London. Our role was to develop the project programme and logistics
strategy for undertaking this £16M project whilst maintaining business continuity
in terms of day to day activities.
This 2 year project had to be scheduled and sequenced in detail to include specific
tasks to demonstrate to the client that we had fully appreciated the works
involved.
The main work packages included five strategy improvement works: roof
replacement, front of house lobbies and ward refurbishments designed to upgrade
spaces in line with modern expectations, along with replacement of redundant
Mechanical and Electrical equipment. The overall programme comprised over 1000
individual activities for the contract duration.
To make the programme easier to understand the team also created coloured
phasing drawings showing which areas would be undertaken and on what dates,
along with the phasing and sequencing of each of the areas.
Our weekly updates were presented to the client and developed in advance of
works starting on site to ensure the hospital understood the interaction required
for this challenging project. For the work we completed the project manager at
Capita said:
“You quickly understood our brief and working within our tight timeframe
created an overall master programme which clearly demonstrated our
delivery strategy to our client on this prestigious project.”
As part of the works completed on this project we have created a more visual
programme tool and our case study for 3D Programme Management can be found
here.
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